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 Blocking Advertisement Blocking: 
The War over Internet Advertising 
and the Effect on Intellectual Property 
 By Jordan L. Walbesser  

 T he mute button on a television remote is a 
powerful tool. Pressing it reduces the high-

decibel barrage of a used car salesman’s sales pitch to 
a whimper. The fast forward button on a digital video 
recorder plows through the content that destroys a 
program’s artistic delivery and is blatantly inserted 
during your favorite shows. Engineers have developed 
methods that allow the same function to be done on 
the Internet, banishing loud ads, bandwidth hungry 
animations, and pop-ups that can slow a computer 
to a crawl. Software that blocks Internet advertising 
enjoys solid legal protection, but efforts to prevent 
its use lack enforceability on technical and legal 
levels. In turn, creators of intellectual property (IP) 
will need to develop new business models in order 
to generate revenue from online activity. 

 Advertisement Blocking 
 Advertisement blocking can be defined as “[the] 

blocking of Web advertisements, typically the image 
in graphical Web advertisements.” 1    A number of 
technical solutions exist and perform advertisement 
blocking. Adblock Plus, a downloadable plug-in 
for the Mozilla Firefox Web-browser 2    is one of the 
most well known and used advertisement blocking 
programs. 3    “The Adblock Plus add-on consists of 
two parts: a utility program to block images, scripts, 
and Flash; and a subscription component that auto-
matically updates its list of what to block.” 4    The 
software allows a user to manually select which ads 
to block, to select a constantly updating pre- existing 
list of ads to block, and allows the user to disable 
advertisement blocking (known as  whitelisting ) for 
specific Web sites. 5    Adblock Plus is far from the first 
tool to allow users to block advertisements while 
browsing the Internet. Advertisement  blocking 

software has existed from as early as 1999 in 
response to reduced browsing speeds caused by the 
heavy transmission cost of online advertisements. 6    

 Many users have complained about advertise-
ments that are distracting or degrade the user’s 
browsing experience. Some advertisements are so 
cumbersome that the entire computer runs slower, 
affecting not just Internet browsing but other con-
current applications. “[T]here are musical advertise-
ments that will not turn off, pop-up advertisements 
that open new windows in the browser, ‘interstitial’ 
ads that take control of the browser between load-
ing other pages and animated pitches that shake, 
rattle and roll on the screen.” 7    

 Recently, Web advertisements are becoming a 
delivery system of choices for hackers. “In May 
[2007], a virus in a banner ad on tomshardware.
com automatically switched visitors to a Web site 
that downloaded ‘malware’—malicious software 
designed to attack a computer—onto the visitor’s 
computer.” 8    At one point, 6.9 percent of sponsored 
links led to suspicious sites that could have down-
loaded malicious software. 9    In some sense, adver-
tisement blocking software grew out of necessity 
rather than preference. 

 In addition, privacy advocates are concerned 
that data collection from online advertisements will 
cause discrimination in the financial services and 
heath care fields. “The fear, they say, is discrimina-
tion by statistical inference. Your race, gender, sexual 
orientation and political beliefs, they say, can be 
inferred by tracking your online behavior.” 10    By 
blocking advertisements, the Web experience is 
more effectively anonymized. 

 How Is Advertisement 
Blocking Accomplished? 

 Blocking advertisements can be done through 
a number of technical means, but the majority of 
the work is generally done at the user’s computer. 
A Web site is a document, typically written in plain 
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text interspersed with formatting instructions. A 
Web page may incorporate elements from other 
Web sites with suitable HTML anchors. For each 
element, information is transferred via HTTP 
(hypertext transfer protocol). The client submits 
an HTTP  request  message to the server. The server, 
which stores content or provides  resources , such 
as images and advertisements, returns a response 
message to the client. A response contains comple-
tion status information about the request and may 
contain any content requested by the client in its 
message body. 11    Any time the Internet browser 
begins to download an element of the Web page, 
the advertisement blocker first compares the source 
address to a list of known advertisement addresses 
and makes a decision on whether to proceed with 
the download. 12    To be technically accurate, the 
advertisements are not truly blocked; instead, the 
computer simply does not ask for them. This way 
no unnecessary bandwidth is wasted, yet the mean-
ingful content of the Web site is displayed thus 
reducing transmission costs for both the viewer and 
site owner. 

 Since our tastes change, advertisements change 
as well, including the servers from which they are 
hosted. 13    A static advertisement blocker would 
quickly become obsolete and ineffective. To coun-
teract this, the list of advertisement addresses is 
continually updated through a number of different 
methods including adaptive learning, 14    user inter-
action, and volunteers. The advertisement list that 
most Adblock Plus users use is updated through 
the efforts of a small dedicated team of people that 
freely donate their time by finding and recording 
the addresses of new advertisements. 15    In general, 
filtering lists are created in a decentralized fashion 
and are almost always distributed free. 

 Indeed, most developers create advertisement 
blocking software for altruistic means and therefore 
release the software to the public free. For instance, 
Adblock Plus is an open-source 16    project allowing 
anyone to contribute to the design. 17    The licens-
ing of open-source software insures that, unlike 
TiVo, no one person can decide to forge a deal 
with prominent Web sites and businesses to change 
the way the program operates. 18    Other programs 
create revenue through donations or advertise-
ment replacement. One such program, DoGooder, 
replaces normally displayed advertisements with 
other approved advertisement campaigns that 

 support green initiatives, charitable causes, and 
non-profit organizations. 19    Despite all the positive 
manifestations of advertisement blocking software, 
Web site owners and creators of online IP are often 
vehemently against the practice. 

A static advertisement blocker 
would quickly become obsolete 
and ineffective. To counteract this, 
the list of advertisement addresses 
is continually updated through 
a number of different methods.

 In fact, most large, high traffic Web sites are paid 
by advertisers on a per-view basis. 20    A number of 
other factors can influence the amount paid for an 
online advertisement, including placement, 21    loca-
tion, and size. 22    Users with advertisement blocking 
software installed choose not to download these 
advertisements, thus the Web site owner cannot 
receive payment for an advertisement that was 
never seen. Like a traditional newspaper, many sites 
have paid positions for writers and need profes-
sional publication resources. 23    Web-based compa-
nies have not altered their business methods from 
the traditional print media model and salaries come 
primarily from online advertising or a private sub-
scription method. 24    One of the larger and argu-
ably more respectable technology news sites that 
protests to the practice of advertisement blocking 
is Ars Technica. Executives at the Web site claim 
that they have been forced to reduce staff and ben-
efits because a large portion of readers block their 
advertisements. 25    Some commentators and authors 
on the Web site have gone so far to compare adver-
tisement blocking to theft. “Accessing the content 
while blocking the ads therefore would be no less 
than stealing. Millions of hard working people are 
being robbed of their time and effort by this type 
of software.” 26    

 The complaints also go beyond monetary rea-
sons. Sometimes, advertisement blocking may cause 
a perfectly legitimate site to function improperly. 27    
Although most advertisement blockers can be eas-
ily disabled by the user, those lacking technical 
savvy and patience may simply navigate to a differ-
ent, better working site. (One argument is that Web 
site owners should be mindful of this practice and 
test their sites accordingly.) The aesthetics of a site 
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can also be negatively altered when advertisements 
are removed that were being used as buffer space 
between content. Regardless of the reason, some 
creators of IP are discouraged and even infuriated 
over the use of advertisement blocking software. 
Some resort to technical solutions, 28    others con-
sider legal action. 29    

 As owners of their Web sites, technical solutions 
are up to their own discretion. Instead, the  question 
now comes to whether the practice of advertise-
ment blocking is legal. As mentioned earlier, some 
site owners have tried to compare the use of 
advertisement blocking software to theft. 30    In com-
parison to the crime, this is a poor argument, as the 
practice hardly falls under any classic definition of 
theft. 31    By nature of the HTTP architecture, a Web 
site creator authorizes content to be transmitted to 
any computer that properly requests it. 32    When a 
computer using an advertisement blocker requests 
the data from the Web site’s address, the server will-
ingly replies with the data, 33    thus no theft occurs. 
If the advertisement blocker believes an item to 
download is an advertisement, it will not contact 
the server for a download and nothing is taken.  

 Theft may be plausible analogy when a con-
tent owner blocks certain http requests, through 
a paywall 34    or other technical means, and when a 
blocked reader circumvents these structures to fool 
the Web site to deliver the data to an unintended 
user. However, this is not how advertisement block-
ing software functions. 

 Advertisement Blocking 
and the Law 

 To date, there have been few legal actions 
involving advertisement blocking that have made 
their way to the courts. In  Zango v. Kasperksy Lab , 
Zango brought suit against a distributor of soft-
ware (Kaspersky) designed to help block or filter 
potentially malicious software. The Kaspersky soft-
ware blocked Zango’s software. 35    The court used 
§ 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 
1996 to protect Kaspersky. 36    Section 230(c)(2)(B) 
provides “protection for ‘good samaritan’ block-
ing and screening of offensive material.” 37    The 
court pointed to legislative history to show that 
protections are extended to any “provider of soft-
ware . . . or enabling tools that . . . filter, screen, 
allow or disallow content.” 38    In fact, one of the 
policy objectives behind the bill is “to encourage 

the  development of technologies which maximize 
user control over what information is received by 
individuals, families, and schools who use the Inter-
net  and other interactive computer services[.]” 39    
Advertising blocking software seems to fall squarely 
within the Good Samaritan protection. It screens 
Web pages for content to disallow (some of which 
may be offensive) 40    and maximizes user control of 
what they want to see. 

 Regardless, some authors and IP owners still 
maintain that the practice is illegal. In fact, 
one author suggests that Web site owners claim 
tortuous interference with contractual relations 
against the programmers, distributors, and users 
of advertisement blocking software. 41    One who 
intentionally and improperly interferes with the 
performance of a contract (except a contract to 
marry) between another and a third person by 
inducing or otherwise causing the third person not 
to perform the contract is subject to liability to the 
other for the pecuniary loss resulting to the other 
from the failure of the third person to perform the 
contract. 42    

To date, there have been few legal 
actions involving advertisement 
blocking that have made their way 
to the courts.

 However, it is highly unlikely that the action 
of advertisement blocking would be deemed 
improper. 43    No US court has addressed whether 
advertisement blocking software authors would be 
liable for tortuous interference with a contract. 44    
Furthermore, the idea that the software interferes 
with the advertisements greatly overstates the actual 
mechanics of the Internet. 

 It has also been claimed that blocking advertise-
ments may be a breach of copyright law. 45    In  WGN 
Continental Broadcasting Co. v. United Video, Inc ., 46    
the court provided a method to classify stripping 
information from a transmission as a violation of 
copyright:  

  It [UVI] may not even delete commercials; 
an important part of the scheme set up in 
section 111 is the requirement that any cable 
system that wants to retransmit a broadcast 
signal without negotiating with the  broadcast 
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station or copyright owner transmit intact 
any commercials it receives from that 
 station. 47     

 Despite legislative history, 48    this decision could 
stretch to Web sites and advertisement blocking 
software. If it does, the deletion of the teletext from 
United Video’s retransmission was an alteration of 
a copyrighted work and hence an infringement 
under familiar principles.  

 A copyright licensee who “makes an unauthor-
ized use of the underlying work by publishing it in 
a truncated version” is an infringer, and any “unau-
thorized editing of the underlying work, if proven, 
would constitute an infringement of the copyright 
in that work similar to any other use of a work that 
exceeded the license granted by the proprietor of 
the copyright.” 49    

Although no legal action has been 
taken, content providers have fought 
against consumers with a number of 
different tactics.

 A case for contributory copyright infringe-
ment is generally straightforward. The elements for 
copyright infringement are “(1) that the Plaintiff 
owned the copyrighted material; and (2) that the 
Defendant infringed on at least one of the five 
exclusive rights set out in 17 U.S.C. § 106.” 50    In 
order for this legal theory to hold water, the entire 
Web site must be a copyrightable work. However, 
a Web site will generally be unable to be copy-
righted. Likewise, it is unlikely that the advertise-
ments themselves would qualify for copyright 
protection, as if advertisements are copyrightable 
subject matter, advertisement blockers neither trun-
cate nor edit the advertisements. 

 There are many counterarguments that vali-
date advertisement blocking software. One such 
argument is the practice of “whitelisting.” Many 
programs, including Adblock Plus, allow users to 
control which sites display advertisements. If a user 
feels motivated, the user can select which sites dis-
play advertisements, rewarding the content provid-
ers for their work, relevant advertising, and use of 
tasteful design. 

 Even if a user continues to block advertisements 
on a Web site, the quality of the Web site content 

will drive greater advertising gains in the long 
term. For instance, a reader may refer a Web site 
or a particularly insightful article to five friends. 
Now, five people view the site instead of just one 
and some of these additional viewers may view the 
ads or purchase products, a net total gain driven 
from excellent content. Preventing advertisements 
from downloading also speeds up the process of 
viewing content on the Internet, thereby creating 
a more favorable experience. In locations where 
bandwidth and speeds are less than optimal, these 
advertisements can make or break the utility of a 
site. Mobile phones, for instance, often operate on 
limited bandwidth when the user has to pay per 
kilobyte downloaded. Removing advertisements 
actually saves the user money and time. 

 Although no legal action has been taken, content 
providers have fought against consumers with a 
number of different tactics. Ars Technica conducted 
a “12 hour experiment” to see if it was possible to 
block visitors who used advertising blocking soft-
ware. 51    They claim that the test was successful and 
that only those that blocked advertisements were 
unable to see the site. Even more extreme, some 
authors have blocked their sites to entire browsers 
in protest of the blocking applications. 52    

 Other sites have expanded their terms of service 
to extend beyond statutorily granted copyright 
protection. 53    Although courts have found a Web 
site’s terms and conditions to be enforceable even if 
users were never forced to actually view or accept 
them, 54    it is unlikely that these additions would be 
viewed as reasonable. For instance, the Ars Technica 
terms of service seem to disallow resizing your 
browser window or using browser functionality 
that increases text size for those with disabilities. In 
addition, the user has no way to reject these terms. 
One could argue that, if a user disagreed with cer-
tain terms while fetching the Web site, the Web site 
still delivers the content despite the disagreement, 
thus waiving the clause. 

 These actions have often caused backlash with 
a site’s users. During Ars Technica’s 12 Hour 
Experiment, many voiced their complaints about 
the lack of warning and notification in addition to 
the bewilderment that a Web site would actively 
prevent readers from viewing their publicly and 
freely posted material. 55    

 Not all methods to prevent advertisement block-
ing are as confrontational. Some sites have shifted 
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to serving advertisements from their own servers. 
These addresses would generally escape common 
filtering rules, 56    however “annoying” advertise-
ments still make their way to user-maintained 
blacklists. 57    

 Due to the increasingly intrusive nature of 
certain advertisement methods, Congress and the 
Federal Trade Ccommission are in discussions 
regarding online data collection, disclosure, and 
use. 58    In addition, concerns over privacy issues have 
prompted marketers to reduce online behavioral 
advertising by more than 75 percent. 59    

 Businesses have been aware since at least 2001 
that ad revenue is decreased by the presence of 
advertisement blocking software. 60    Instead of mak-
ing more subtle advertisements, marketers have tra-
ditionally fought back with “bigger, more intrusive 
ads” that make them harder to ignore. 61    Despite 
this back and forth, online advertising revenues 
hit nearly $6 billion in the first quarter of 2010, 
dealing out a record 1.1 trillion advertisements to 
US Internet users. 62    

 Instead of fighting against the advertisement 
blockers, other business models have been sug-
gested, including text-link advertisements, 63    affiliate 
links, 64    and selling products on the site. All of these 
options have minimal start up costs and higher 
quality returns. 65    

 Not all major companies are against the adver-
tisement blocking movement. In fact, Microsoft was 
originally going to include advertisement blocking 
in its Internet Explorer product before backing 
out due to advertiser concerns. 66    Despite this, in 
a statement Microsoft remained positive toward 
applications. 

  It would not be appropriate for Microsoft 
to comment on the merits or demerits of a 
specifi c add-on, or group of add-ons. Pro-
vided they have not been designed with 
malicious intent and do not compromise a 
user’s privacy or security, Microsoft is pleased 
to see new add-ons that add to the range of 
options that users have for customizing their 
browsing experience. 67     

 Conclusion 
 In conclusion, “[t]here is only one reliable way 

to make sure your ads aren’t blocked—make sure 
the users don’t want to block them. Don’t forget 

about the users. Use ads in a way that doesn’t 
degrade their experience.” 68    Internet advertise-
ments do not magically give content providers 
money solely through their existence. Instead, they 
are funded by Internet purchases and investments 
by companies that want their products to sell bet-
ter. Blocking advertisements allows these funds to 
be better distributed to reach people that want to 
see them. Marketing statistics will be more accurate 
and meaningful, as there would be no need to esti-
mate how many viewers would refuse to click on 
any advertisement. 69    

 All too often, opponents of advertisement 
blocking claim that users access “free” content 
in exchange for having to view advertisements. 70    
This is false. Quite simply, advertisements began 
to appear on the Internet because users were 
there. Content came first; the advertisements were 
just a way to cash in on the popularity of one’s 
content. As an analogy, if billboards alongside the 
highway were to disappear, there still would be 
no need to charge the drivers for using it. Push 
too long or too hard and the advertisements may 
even become detrimental to the products that 
they promote. As one user wrote, “So, let me turn 
off [advertisement blocking], so I can watch them 
still wither into nothingness. I’m no longer a 
free-rider, they just bought something with their 
advertising that wasn’t ever going to pay off, my 
eyeballs.” 71    
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